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To build 25,000 houses annually in the GDA, in sustainable,
near zero-energy communities, Ireland must commit to an
integrated national programme of new-build communities
combining the five key factors of planning innovation,
super energy-efficiencies, healthy living based on mobility,
building communities close to employment hubs, and zero
transport emissions.
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CILL BHRÍDE
Powered by its own energy centre, managed by smart
technologies, Cill Bhríde will be Ireland’s first near
zero-energy community, built on sustainable green
principles, with the lifelong well-being and health of its
age-integrated community as its core. Set in 400 acres
of fully-serviceable land, surrounded by a canopy of
native trees, this spatially defined community will have
its own regular Eco-bus service to Blanchardstown and
its own domestic electric vehicles. Cill Bhríde will be
right at the heart of amazing opportunities for quality
employment, educational facilities, health and social
services, retail outlets, sport and leisure facilities for the
whole community.
SUSTAINABLE LIVING AS IT SHOULD BE
Leading urban exemplars such as Houten in Holland and
the 10 new “Healthy Towns” being piloted by the NHS
in the UK, have these principles in common: the entire
build and public realm are master-planned to promote
health and keep people independent, addressing obesity,
dementia and whole-life daily leisure activity, with easy
access to public transport, safe cycling and pedestrian
networks, using adaptable home designs, real-time
smart phone home monitoring, and highly efficient
renewable energy systems and water use. Cill Bhríde will
be the first near zero-energy community in Co. Meath.

ENRICHMENT OF COMMUNITY LIFE
Cill Bhríde is for the lifelong needs of its integrated
community – the retail core, the affordable mixedhousing choice for different age groups, primary
healthcare centre, community and leisure facilities,
schools, family allotments, carbon-free transport,
greenway, woodland and riverside walk and cycle paths,
the preserved Kilbride Hills, its bio-diverse meadows,
and its own adjacent employment zone. Pedestrians and
cyclists will have priority, with no internal drive-through
traffic. Creating a strong sense of quality community
living will be the hallmark of Cill Bhríde.
FOUR SIGNIFIC ANT MAT TERS
The significant land-holding has all the necessary
physical attributes to create a successful, sustainable
community. From the outset, only best practice
construction methods will be used, including zero
construction waste and substantial carbon emission
reductions throughout construction. These A1 rated,
near zero-energy homes, with future-proofed energy
efficient design, and real-time home monitoring info on
smart phones, will employ flexible whole-of-life design,
and mixed-size units for its age-integrated community.
The entire cost of the Cill Bhríde build will be funded
by the developers.

CILL BHRÍDE: MEATH’S FIRST NEAR ZERO ENERGY SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY

LEGEND HEADING

Every detail of Cill Bhríde will be master-planned from
the outset. The surrounding canopy of native trees, the
greenways and walkways will all be completed first.
The residential, commercial and community facilities
build-out will be sequenced and co-ordinated. The
neighbourhood centre will be located at the core with
all key retail, health, educational, social and residential
developments all within short walking or cycling
distances, and none of them more than 700m distant.
This pioneering new community will be spatially defined
by its buffer of native woodlands, community allotments,
riverside walks, wild meadows and its own solar farm.
These define the physical boundaries of the community,
but also ensure the quality of life for its integrated
multi-age community, in terms of green sustainability

and healthy lifestyles. All health experts agree that
young people need 1 hour vigorous exercise daily, and
all adults at least 30 minutes. This community wraps
that healthy lifestyle into its very fabric.
The entire community will live within a 20kph zone,
with its own Eco-Bus service to Blanchardstown, and
the use of electric domestic vehicles will be strongly
promoted. More than 800 jobs will be created within
this community and a team is being put in place already,
to attract high-tech companies to the adjoining Kilbride
Enterprise Zone.
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The Cill Bhríde community will be surrounded by a
greenway, walkways and cycleways.

All amenities are located within a ten minute walk from the town centre
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Rendering of typical Cill Bhríde
semi-detached house
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5000
20000
2500

Jobs in SE Meath as part of Meath’s overall 7,500 jobs plan

Jobs forecast for Dublin Enterprise Zone

Jobs in Airport/Fingal zone, and surrounding business parks

800

Jobs will be created within the Cill Bhríde Community

1000

Potential jobs in the adjoining Kilbride Enterprise

PROJECT TEAM:

ILTP Independent Land-Use and Transport Planning Consultancy
MOSART Environmental Design Practice
Bamford & Bonner Urban & Rural Planning Solutions Consultancy
Cill Bhríde will be developed by Kilbride Estates Limited.
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